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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN
LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

JONGSIK KIM

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper D will stand for an open neighborhood {(x, t) Ilxl
<r, It I<o} of the origin of R2. We consider the general linear partial
differential operator L of the first order in D with the canonical form

L=-.l-.+ib(x t)~at 'ox
where b(x, t) is a real valued Coo function in D.

The linear partial differential operator L is said to satisfy condition (Po)
in D if

(i) for any xE (-r, r) the function t-tb(x, t) does not change sign in
the interval It 1<0,

in such a way that
(ii) b(O, 0) =0, and

(iii) for any (x,t)ED\{(O,O)} b(x,t) '*0,

and to satisfy condition (PI) if
(i) for any xE (-r, r) the function t-tb(x, t) does not change sign In

the interval It I<0,
in such a way that
(ii) b(O, t) =0 for any t, It I<0, and
(iii) b(x, t) '*0 for any (x, t) ED with x'*O.

We say that L belongs to F(D), a class of linear partial differential
operators of the first order in D, if the Cauchy problem

LZ=~+ib(x t) 0% =0ot 'ox
%It~o=x

has a Coo solution in an open neighborhood U(UcD) of the origin. Thus
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if b(x, t) is real analytic, then L belongs to F(D).
We now assume that L belongs to F(D) and satisfies (Po) or (PI). The

principal aim of this paper is to represent a C"" solution of Lu j in an
integral form in a neighborhood of the origin when jEC'O(D). That Lu j
is locally solvable follows immediately from the general criteria for the
local solvability of linear partial differential operators due to Nirenberg
Treves [lJ. When b(x, t) is real analytic, the integral representation of
a C"" solution of Lu j is established in Treves [2J. Thus our results partially
generalize those of Treves [2J but in a way different from the Treves'
arguments in [3J for linear partial differential equations of the first order
with Coo coefficients.

2. A lemma

Let L be an element m F(D) and z=z(x, t) be the C"" solution of the
Cauchy problem

(1) az 0b( ) az
at +z x,t ox =0,

in a neighborhood of the origin

We write z(x, t) =,;(x, t) +i1j (x, t) where'; and 1j are real valued. From the

initial condition (1) we know that ;; =1= 0 when t=O. Therefore we h~ve

the right to change variables

(2) y=,;(x, t), s=t

in Uo(Uoc U), an open neighborhood of the origin in R2. Let

(3) z=y+irjJ(y, s) .

where rjJ(y, s) =1j(x, t) real valued, C"" and

(4) ~ rjJ(y, 0) =0.

In (y, s) coordinates we have'

; ;,.-

L= :t +ib(x, t) ;;; .

=l+{ay +ib(x t) aY}~
as at 'ox ay
a a=-+-«y s)-os 'ay
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But Lz=O, that is,

O=L(y+i</» = i</>s+ ACl +i</».

We derive from this

Since y is a real valued function we obtain

(5) b(x, t) = - Cl +</>/)-l( ~~ f1</>sCy, s).

From the above equality we can prove the following important lemma.

LEMMA. Let L be an element in F(D) satisfying either (Po) or (PI)' Let
the Coo map <jJ: (x, t)-(y, s) be the local coordinate change in UocD as is

defined in (2) and 1', a be the positive real numbers such that

{(y,s) IIYI<1', Isl<a} c<jJ(Uo).
Then for every yE (-1', f), the function s-</>s(y, s) does not change sign in
the interval {s I -a<s<a} .

Proof. From (5) we know that </>s is nonzero as soon as b(x, t) is nonzero.
We also note that b(x,t»O (or b(x,t)<O) for all (x,t)ED\{(O,O)} if L
satifies (Po) and that b(x, t) is nonzero and does not change sign for x>O
(or x<O) if L satisfies (PI).

Thus in the case when L satisfies (Po) it follows immediately from (5)
that for fixed yE (-1', f) </>sCy, s) does not change sign in the interval
/sl<a.

Now assume that L satisfies (PI). We claim that <jJ maps {CO, t) 1(0, t)
E Uo} into {(O, s) I Is 1<o} in (y, s) plane. In fact, from the condition (PI)

b(O, t) =0 for any t, 1t I <0. Therefore, L= ~ when x=O. Thus, on

{(o, t) I (0, t) E Uo} ~; =0, that, is, ;t (.;+ i1]) =0. Hence ~; (0, t) =0 for

any t, 1t I <0. This shows that

y(O,t)==.;(O,t)=const for any t, Itl<o.

On the other hand, z It~o=='; (x, 0) =x. Hence, in particular, .; (0, 0) =0.
Therefore

y(O, t)==';(O,t) =0 for any t, Itl<o.

Thus <jJ maps {(O, t) I (0, t) E Uo} into {(O, s) 11 s I<o} .
From the above fact and the equality (5), it follows that </>s(O, $) =0 for
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any s, Is I<8 and hence S-7ifJs (0, s) does not change sign in the interval
/s/<8.

Now since cjJ is a bijective map, the inverse image of {(y, s) 11 s I<8} for
fixed y=tO under cjJ does not intersect with {CO, t) I (0, t) E Uo} and is entirely
contained either in {(x, t) E UoIx>O} or in {(x, t) E UoIx<o}.

Therefore from the equality (5) together with the condition (PI) for
fixed yE (-1', f), y=tO the function S-7ifJs(y, s) does not change sign in the
interval 1s 1<8. Q. E. D.

3. Integral representations of solutions

We first consider the case when L satisfies the condition (PI). In this
case, note that for any fixed y =t 0, Iy I<1' we have

ifJs(y, s»O (or l/Js(y, s)<O) for all s, Isl<8.

This implies that if y=tO and IYI<1', then the map S-7ifJ(y, s) is a strictly
increasing (or a strictly decreasing) function in the interval Is I<8.

We subdivide the open rectangle

(6)

as a union of

and open rectangles

and

lyl<1', Isl<8

.Q={(O,s)1 Isl<8l

R-= {(y, s) / -1'<y<O, Isl<8l.

We note that the ranges of the map z=y+iifJ(y, s) restricted to the rec
tangle (6) are as follows:

(i) z maps .Q to the single point 0 and
(ii) z maps the rectangles R+ and R- homeomorphically onto open sets

()I and ()2 of complex plane C which contain, respectively, the real intervals

O<Re z<1', Im z=o

and

-1'<Rez<O, Imz=O

and which are entirely contained, respectively, in the strip
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O<Rez<f
and in the strip

-a<Rez<O.

We shall denote by A the image of rectangle (6) under ifJ.
Let now !(x, t) be any COO function in R2 with support contained in

(7) V=ifJ-1 {(y,s)IIYI<f, Isl<al.
We note that the equation

(8)

is equivalent to

Lu= Ott +ib(x t) ou !ot 'ox

(9) (%s +A ~) (u(y, s) - ta!(Y' u)du)

= -A(Y, s)t/~) (y, u)du.

Here !(Y, s) !(x(y, s), t) etc. For the simplicity of our argument we shall
set

v(y, s) =u(y, s) -Ss J(y, u)du
-ii

g(y, s) = -A(Y, s)f/ ~) (y, u)du

As A= -irpsl (l+irpy) vanishes identically on the vertical line segment .12
(where rps=O), we have g=O on .12.

Now we transfer v and g to the set A under the map z=y+irp(y, s).
Since g=O on .12 and since z is a homeomorphism on R+ and R-, the
transferred function g(z) can be extended by 0 outside of A and is equal
to a compactly supported function of Lt class, with compact support con
tained in A. The equation (9) becomes

(10) ( 0- 0- ) ( Oii )~+A(Y, s)~ --=- =gos oy 0%

where v denote v(y, s) as a function of z.

But since A( oz) = - oz, we have of = -~( of ). Therefore (10) reads
~ fu os ~

(11)

Moreover, since ~~ =l-i£fiy and lm A= -£fisl (l +£fii) , (11) is equivalent
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to

(12)

or,

Jongsik Rim

(13) ~: =~ [(l+i9Sy)gNsJ~=-~ra(~;)(Y'(1)dl1.

(13) is an inhomogeneous Cauchy Riemann equation whose solution is given
by

(14)

where

v=~JJF(Od~Adt;,
21rt z-<;:

F(z) = ~ [(1 +i9Sy)gNsJ~=[- ~ ra(~;) (y, a) al1r
To revert (14) to (y, s) coordinates, we set

t;,=y'+i9S(y', s').

Then we have

d~ A dt;,=2i9Ss,dy' Ads'

and hence

(15)

where

( ) - -'-1 SI 9Ss(y', s')k(y', s') d ' d '
v y,s --2- '+'(,f..() ,f..(' '» y S.7C R2 y-y Z <y y,s -<y y,s

key, s) = fa(~;) (y, a)da

Since 'v(y, s) is the pull back via

(y, s)---7y+i9S (y, s)

'of v which is locally Ll function, v (y, s) is well defined and is, in fact, a
COO function.

So far we considered only the case when L satisfies the condition (PI).
When L satisfies (Po), the argument is much simpler, as z is a homeom
orphism on the entire rectangle (6) in this case. Thus we get the repre
sentation (15) even if L satisfies (Po). Summing up, we have

THEOREM. Let L be an element in F(!}) satisfying either (Po) or (PI)'
Let V be an open neighborhood of the origin as is defined in (7). Then for
any fECooo(y) a Coo sOlutio1f of the linear partial differential equation

Lu--f
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in V is given by the pull back via the map
if; : (x, t)~ (y, s)

defined in (2) of the Coo function

u(y,s)= -2
1 J1 ,~~(i/)k)(Y'~~), '» dy'ds'

7t: RZY-y t y,s - y,s

+t,/(y, fY)dfY

where

key, s) = ta( ~) (y, fY)dfY
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